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ABSTRACT 
Consider the matrix problem 
Ax=y+e=j 
in the case where A is known precisely, the problem is ill conditioned, and E is a 
random noise vector. Compute regularized “ridge” estimates, 5, = (A*A + XI)-‘A*Q, 
where * denotes matrix transpose. Of great concern is the determination of the value 
of X for which Zx “best” approximates x0 = A+ y. Let Q = IIf, - r,11’, and define A, 
to he the value of X for which Q is a minimum. We look for X, among solutions of 
dQ/dA = 0. Though Q is not computable (since E is unknown), we can use this 
approach to study the behavior of A, as a function of y and E. Theorems involving 
“noise to signal ratios” determine when X0 exists and define the cases X, > 0 and 
X, = co. Estimates for X, and the minimum square error Q0 = Q(&) are derived. 
Let A be an n x m real matrix, and consider the problem of solving 
Ax=y 0) 
in the generalized sense. This means for y E R” we seek the least squares 
solution of minimal norm, which we will denote by x,, = A+ y. A+ is then the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A (see [l], [3], [5], [6]). If A is injective, 
then 
A+ = (A*A) -lA*, (2) 
where * denotes the matrix transpose. In what follows (u, v) = u*v is the 
usual Euclidean inner product, and [[.I] the corresponding norm. We shall use 
this notation for the inner product and norm in both R” and R”; the 
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distinction can be gotten from context. We further define R(A) and N(A) to 
be the range and null space of A respectively, S * the orthogonal complement 
of the subspace S, and Ps the projection operator onto S. 
We are interested in the problem (1) in the case when A is ill conditioned. 
Then in practice it is generally not possible to use (2) to find A+ y. 
Problems of this type originate from several sources (see [7]). For example, 
consider the Fredholm integral equation of first kind, 
/ 
bK(s,t)f(t)dt=g(s), c<s<d. (3) 
D 
A common approach to this problem is to fully discretize (3) and seek a least 
squares solution, This gives the problem 
mn$rize t wj $!J K( sj, ti)ipLi - g(sj) 2, 
I,-1 j=l [ i=l 1 (4) 
where x is an approximation to f(ti) for i = 1,. . . ,m and {~i)~C 1 and ( w~);=~ 
are quadrature coefficients. The problem (4) is precisely (1) with A ji = K( s j, t, ) 
\iwjcli> xi=&x9 andyj=,/&g(sj)fori=l ,..., nandj=l,..., m.IfK(s,t) 
has a degree of smoothness, adjacent rows and columns of A become similar 
as n and m increase. As a result, A becomes ill conditioned. If n and m are not 
sufficiently large, then the quadrature approximation is poor. This is just a 
consequence of the inherently ill-posed nature of (3). 
As a second example consider the problem of fitting the model 
g= t ajxj+E 
j=l 
to thedata{(ail,aiz,...,a,,;ji)>~__l. The best estimator for (x,...x,)* is 
(2 i...&)*=A+(&..&,)*, 
where A = (ai j). The matrix A becomes increasingly ill conditioned as the 
experimental variables a 1,. , . ,a .* become more highly correlated. 
Referring again to (l), if the input data vector y is known precisely and if 
all computations are infinitely precise, then there are various direct and 
iterative procedures which may be used to compute A+ y (see [l], [5], [6], 
[7]). We wish to consider the more realistic case when y is contaminated with 
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noise, 
Ax=rj=y+~. (5) 
Here the noise vector E is a random variable in R”. In this case, if A is ill 
conditioned, A+ d will bear no resemblance to x0 = Af y, even if ll~ll is small. 
Furthermore, if roundoff error is a factor, it may be impossible to compute 
A+ tj accurately. 
A way out of the impasse is to consider the least squares problem with an 
auxiliary constraint, 
rn~$n;ze [(Ax - g[I subject to IIMxII = constant. (6) 
This problem is equivalent to 
minimFe{llAr - gl12+ hllM~l[~}, 
where X may be viewed as a Lagrange multiplier. We now give a condition on 
M which guarantees a unique solution to (7). 
THEOREM 1. Every solution of (7) must also be a solution of 
(A*A + AM*M)x = big. (8) 
Zf A > 0 and N( A)~I N(M) = {O}, the matrix A*A + hM*M is invertible and 
(8) has a unique solution given as 
gx = ( A*A + AM*M) -l A*Q. (9) 
In this case (9) gives the unique solution to (7). 
Proof Equation (8) is just the Euler-Lagrange equation for (7). The 
claim for A*A + h M*M is well known and can be seen easily by applying the 
Rayleigh quotient. The problem (7) must always have a solution, so if f, exists 
it must be the unique solution to (7). n 
THEOREMS. ZfN(A)nN(M)={O},N(M)L ~N(A)*,ar~If~i.sdefined 
by (9), it follows that 
lim f,=A+ij. 
h-+0+ 
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Proof. The result follows from Equation (56) of Problem 57 in Chapter 
4, p. 184 of [l]. Also important in the observation that (A*A)+A* = A+. n 
Theorems 1 and 2 show that if E = 0, so that g = y, and if all computations 
are sufficiently accurate so that roundoff error is not a consideration, then 
optimal regularization is trivial: merely take lim, _ 0+ f,. 
However, when E * 0 we have the now famous problem of choosing the 
value of X for which f, best approximates x0 in some sense. Numerous 
contributions have been made to the problem of defining this “best” X and 
providing computable methods for approximating it. See [4] for a survey of 
what we shall term “analysis approaches” to the problem, particularly the 
large Soviet contribution. The most successful methods to date fall into what 
we shall call “statistical approaches,” most notably the generalized cross- 
validation technique. The paper [2] and the references cited therein discuss 
these methods. 
This paper will not consider the problem of providing a computable 
estimate to the optimal h per se, but rather define this X and study its 
behavior as a function of the noise vector E. This will in turn suggest 
approximation methods. 
DEFINITION 1. Let 
(A*A+Az)-lA*g, A> -d;, X+0, 
A+ g> A =o, 
where d: is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of A*A. 
DEFINITION 2. Let QO, 6 Y> = Ilf, - ~~11~ be the squared error in ap- 
proximating x0 by f,. f, is defined for all E, y E R” and A > - d,2. We will 
also take this as the domain of Q( X, E, y ). Further define X o to be that value 
of X for which Q attains its minimum (for fixed E and y). If inf Q is attained as 
X + co, we shall write X, = 00 (see Figure 2 below). 
The typical behavior of Q(x, E, y) for E, y fixed is depicted in Figure 1. 
Generally, a radical departure from this behavior would signal a rather 
improbable E, or a problem that is not truly ill conditioned. In what follows 
we shall make this more precise. 
We have taken for simplicity the standard form with M = I. This “ridge 
regression” scheme involves no serious loss of generality, because it is possible 
to reduce the arbitrary case to standard form via the QR factorization or 
Cholesky decomposition. 
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FIG. 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf r, = A*A + hZ then 
w 
i 
2(x,, - f,, I’;‘A*g) X> -d;, A*O, 
-= 
ax - 2(A+e,(A*A)+A+Q), x =o. 
Proof. See below. 
DEFINITION 3. Let 
Then except in the case h O = 00, A, satisfies 
n 
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PROPOSITION 2. F is analytic for h > - d: and all E, y in R”. 
Proof. See below. n 
The most useful approach for proving Propositions 1 and 2 is to introduce 
the singular value decomposition for A, 
A=VDV*. (11) 
V is n x n and orthogonal, V is m X m and orthogonal, rank(A) = r, and 
D= 
k---f43 
where d 1 > d 2 > d, >, . . . > d ~ > 0. If we let ui and ui be the ith columns of 
nxm 
V and V respectively, then (11) can be expressed in the following form: 
Aq = d,ui 
A*ui = d,q 
i=l ,...,r. 
It follows immediately that 
A*Av, = d;vi 
i=l 
AA*ui = d;ui 
,...,r. 
We also have 
span{v,)r_i = N(A) L = R(A*), 
span{vi}~z,+,=N(A)=R(A*)L, 
span{u,}l,, = N(A*)’ = R(A), 
sPan{%)~=,+l = N(A*) = R(A) l. 
(12) 
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From these definitions we can conclude the following: 
A+=VD+U*, 
where 
D+= 
and if y E R", 
In particular, 
so that 
’ di(Y,ui) 
r,-LA*y=i& td;+AX)kUi* 
r di(Y,ui) 
xx=l?,'A*y= c 
i=l (df+X)O" 
r (Y>U.) 
A’y=&limOxx= c --&-vi. 
ix1 1 
We also have 
[@A*)+]: = il +L> t 
r (Y>U.) [(A*A)+]~A+~= C --+,. 
i=l dfk+' " 
[(A*A)+]*~=~& yoi, 
t 
[(AA*)+lkAx = i$1 sq. 
t 
365 
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(14) 
(15) 
06) 
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Finally, we also list for future reference 
r [h(Y>ui)-df(E,uj)]2 
WAY)= c 
i=l df(d; + A)” ’ 
(17) 
’ [h(Y,u~)-d~(E,Ui)][(Y,Ui)+(E,Ui)] 
F(XYE,Y)= c 
i=l (@+Q3 . 
Proof of propositions 1 and 2. (17) shows F is analytic if A > - d$. This 
proves Proposition 2. One can check from (13) and (14) that 
ai, -= 
ax 
_ r-2A* - 
x Y. 
Proposition 1 then follows from (13)-( 16). n 
We now prove the existence of A, = X0(&, y) for llell sufficiently small. (It 
is assumed alI computations can be performed with arbitrary precision.) 
THEOREM 3. Zf A+ y, = x,, * 0, or equivalently if y0 P N( A*), then there 
exists 6 > 0 such that l\ell < 6 and IIy - yOll < 6 imply that Equation (10) has a 
unique solution, hO(&, y). This solution is an analytic function of E and y for 
l\ell <S and (ly - y,ll < 6. Furthermore, A,,(&, y) is the unique minimizer of 
Q(A, E, y) for -d; < X < 00. 
REMARK. This means Q(&,(E, y), E, y)< Q(X, E, y) for all X > - d:, with 
equality if and only if A = ha(&, y). Also, Q(h,,(&,y), .?,y)< Q(oo, E,y)= 
lim ~-,Q(X,E,Y)=IIA+YII~. 
Proof of theorem 3. Since F(0, 0, yO) = 0 and F is analytic, it follows from 
the implicit function theorem that (10) defines h, as an analytic function of E 
and y in some neighborhood of h = 0, E = 0, and y = ye if we can show 
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From (13) and (17) 
Now ( A*A)+ is a bijection from R( A*A) to iV( A*A) A and R(A*A) = R( A*) 
= N(A) I. But x0 = A+ ye E N(A) ’ ; hence if x0 * 0, it follows ( A*A)+x, * 
0. The global uniqueness and minimizing properties follow because Q( h , 0, y, ) 
has these properties and it is not hard to see that sufficiently small perturba- 
tions in E and y preserve this behavior. n 
COROLLARY 3.1. Iim E+O&(eP Y)‘M-t Y)‘O. 
COROLLARY 3.2. lim,,,fxO = x,, = A+ y, or equivalently 
lim,,OQ(Xg(&,~),&,~)=Q(O,O,~)=O. 
If we now define the minimum squared error, 
Q&9 Y> = Q(~Oh Y)Y E, Y>7 
then we can use Taylor’s theorem to approximate X, and Q0 for )I e/l small. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Given A, and Qe as defined above, 
ho(E,y)’ ((~*)+YAfi*)+&) + 11(~*)+412 
ll(A*A)+A+~ll~ ll(A*A)+A+~ll~ 
+ 311b4*)+12Yl12((~*)+Y>(~*)+42 
ll@*A)+ A+ ~11~ 
_ ((A*A)+A+Y,(A*A)+A+E)((AA*)+~,(AA*)+~) 
ll(A*A)+A+~ll~ 
- 3([(~*)+12y,[(AA*)+]2E)((~*)+y,(~*)+~) +O(llEl13) 
ll(A*A)+A+yl14 
(18) 
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and 
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Qok Y) = llA+412 + 0(l1413). (19) 
Proof By Taylor’s theorem and letting E = (q - . . E,,)*, 
ax, 1 R * PA, 
‘0(&* Y > = i&1 K Coy Y)‘i + ;2 iFl jTl ae,aajCo, Y)&i&j+ o(llEl13)~ 
Q&.y)=$ ? a2Qo r=l j=l ~,,~,,("~Y)EIEj+o(llel13)~ 
’ I 
where X,(0, y) = &(O, y) = 0 and 
aQ0 aQ 8x0 -=-- 
% 
+32=(-J 
ah aEi aei for i=l,...,n 
when E = 0 and X = A,(O, y) = 0. The other partials are computed by the usual 
chain rule calculus: 
aF 
aho aEk --- 
a&k aF ’ 
ah 
-= 
a&,ae, 
and 
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where Q, F, and their partiah are evaluated at (A,,(&, y), E, y). These quanti- 
ties are easiest to compute from (17). If this is done and we substitute E = 0 
and A,(O, y) = 0 and use (16), the results given in (18) and (19) obtain. n 
Note that while the second order approximation for Q0 is, as expected, a 
nonnegative definite quadratic form in E, that for A, has a nonzero first order 
term. Clearly negative A, are possible depending on the orientation of the 
vectors (AA*)+ y and (AA*)+ E. In this case we might assume A+ 0 ap 
proximates A+ y reasonably well, a case in which E has components in just the 
right directions. We now investigate this in more generality. 
PROPOSITION 3. Considering the derivative of Q at X = 0, we have 
- ~11(~*~+~Il(II~~*~+Yll+ll~~*~+~II) G g@> E, Y> 
d 211&4*)+~ll(ll@4*)+Yll - II(~*)+4$ (20) 
Also, 
$ (0, E, y) < 0 if and only if 
((AA*)+E,(AA*)+Y)+(l(AA*)+&112’0, 
or equivalently, if and only if 
cosa> _ ll(~*)+~II 
II(~*)+Yll ’ 
where a is the angle in R” between (AA*)+& and (AA*)+ y. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, 
~(o,E,~)= -2(A+e,(A*A)+A+(y+& 
(21) 
(22) 
Thus 
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if and only if 
(A+~,(A*A)+A+~)+(A+~,(A*A)+A++o. 
But it is easy to see from (16) that for any E and y in R” 
from which (21) follows. (22) follows from ((AA*)+ E, (AA*)+ y) = 
II(AA*)+EIIII(AA*)+ yl)cos 0~. From 
$0, E,Y) = (- 2){((AA*)+~~(~*)+Y)+ll(~*)+~l12~ 
we can use Schwarz’s inequality on the first term in the braces to obtain (20). 
n 
The inequality (20) demonstrates the tendency of g (0, E, y) to be 
negative in accordance with the behavior of Q shown in Figure 1. To 
emphasize this we can write (20) in the form 
$0, E, y) = - 211(~*)+412 + c, 
where 
PROPOSITION 4. ~(X,E,y)>Oash+m if 
or equivalently if, 
IIG?(A)YlI 
cosp ’ - llPR(‘4)~Il ’ 
where fi is the angle in R” between PRcAjy and PRcAj~. 
(24) 
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Proof. From (17) we have, as h + cc, 
The conclusion follows if the quantity in braces is positive, which proves (23). 
Equation (24) then follows easily. n 
From Propositions 3 and 4 and the continuity of F we have: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose (y + E, u,) f 0. Zf 
II4&4,YII 
cosp’ - ll~R(A)~II ’ 
then Equation (10) has a solution A, > - d:. Zf, in addition, 
cosa> _ rl(~*)+&ll 
II(~*)+Yll’ 
(ii) 
then Equation (10) has a solution A, > 0. 
Proof. By (17) 
F= [~(y,u,)-d,2(~,u,)][(y~u,)+(&~u,)l +G 
(d; + h)3 
where G, continuous for X > - df_l, is just the remaining terms in the sum. 
Writing F as 
F = A(Y + E, uJ2 - (A + d;)(E> u,)(Y + E, q> + G 
(d,2 + A)” 
it is clear that F + - co as X -+ - d: from the right. The rest follows from 
Propositions 3 and 4. n 
Conditions (i) and (ii), which involve “signal to noise” ratios, are neces- 
sary for the typical behavior of Q depicted in Figure 1. However, either or 
both conditions may fail for exceptional values of E and y. Each condition is 
automatically satisfied when the respective ratio exceeds unity. Thus (i) 
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should be easy to satisfy, since the ratio in (i) should be large, especially for 
small lkll. 
Condition (ii), which understandably involves the same quantities as the 
linear term in (18), might not hold. If ]](AA*)t~]]/]J(AA*)f y]] is small, (ii) 
essentially requires that cos a > 0. This would happen about half the time, 
since although (AA*)+ favors certain dimensions [corresponding, by (16) to 
uk for k near r and di small], there is no preferred direction within these 
dimensions. On the other hand, there is reason to believe the ratio is large 
even if ](E]( is small. The true data vector, y, is often endowed with “smooth- 
ness” properties which imply that ((y, uk)( decreases quickly as k increases. 
But the coefficients (E, uk) for the noise vector E all have the same RMS value 
(see below), and thus ]](AA*)+sJ]’ = C;=i(s, u,)2/d,4 can be large even if ]]E]] 
is small because of the di in the denominators. 
To make this more precise, introduce the covariance of E. Let E denote 
expectation, and assume E[si] = 0, E[.siej] = a2aij for i, j= l,...,n. Then it 
follows that E[(E, u~)~] = a2 for k = 1,. . . ,n and also 
E[l(@A*)+~ll~] = u2 : L 
k=l d:’ 
E[IIP,c,,~l12] = a2r, 
E[l1412] = 02n, 
(254 
so that 
ll4l RMS=&. (25b) 
In order to gauge the severity of conditions (i) and (ii), replace the quantities 
involving E with their RMS values. Using (25), we obtain 
(i’) 
IlPtl(A)vIl 
cosp’ - IlPR(A)4RMS = - 
lI43(,)YlI 
a& ’ 
cosa> _ II(~*)+4IRMS = 
II(~*)+Yll 
-u/E. WI 
As can be seen from (ii’), much depends on the rate at which dt decreases 
with increasing k. Note again the numerator in (ii’) involves l/d:, while the 
terms in the denominator are attenuated by (y, Q2. Thus again it appears 
the ratio can be large even if u is small. 
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We can use the same statistical approach to obtain estimates for E[A,] 
mdE[Qol h II II ( I w en E or (I is small. By using (18) and (19) we have 
WIJI = 
UT;, $/di 
ll(A*A)+A+~ll~ + 
3~211[w*)+12Yl14 
II(A*A)+A+yl16 
_ o~II[(A*A)+]~A+ ~11~ _ 3~211b4*)+13~l12 
II@*A)+A+ yl14 ll(A*A)+A+~ll~ 
(26) 
and 
E[Q,] = u2Tr[(AA*)+] = u2 i L. 
k-l dk” 
Also, if we use the first order approximation for X0(&, y) given in (18), 
we find E[X,] = 0 and so 
fJ211[(~*)+12Yl12 
wbl =-ml - Il(A*A)+A+yl14 . 
(27) 
(28) 
Equation (28) gives an approximation for the variance of X0(&, y). 
THEOREM 5. lfxO = 0, Equution (10) has rw solution unless PRC_.,)e = 0, 
in which case F = 0 (see Figure 2). 
Proof. x0 = 0 if and only if y E N(A*), or equivalently (y, .uk) = 0, 
k=l ,...,r. By (17) 
’ 
F(X,&,y)= - c df( e, ui)” 
i=l (dF+h)3’ 
which is never zero unless F = 0. 
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Note that the converse is not true. If x0 * 0, an improbable value of E will 
still mean h, = 00. If x0 * 0 then (y, uk) * 0 for some k < r. Suppose E = - 2y. 
Then by (17) 
Q= i (y,ui)2 2df+h I I 
2 
i==l d,(d;+A) ’ 
which is not identically zero and decreases with increasing h for h > 0. 
Theorem 3 still gives a partial converse to Theorem 5, the assumption there 
being that ]]E]] is sufficiently small. 
We now turn to the question of uniqueness of the solution to (10). In 
general, (10) can have finitely many solutions in the finite dimensional case, 
but more than one is somewhat improbable and requires sufficiently large (]E](. 
For example, if d, = 6, d, = 3, d, = 1, y = 93u, - us, and E = 8u, -t us, then 
Q has a relative, and absolute, minimum for X, just less than 0.07 and also a 
relative maximum for X just over 15. By choosing {d,);, Ir y, and E properly, 
any number of relative extrema may be engineered into Q. 
Such behavior is illustrated in Figure 2, where also the X, = cc case is 
shown. However, as shown in Theorem 3, we can guarantee uniqueness when 
](&I] is sufficiently small. 
We will now derive theoretical estimates for A, and Q0 which are 
independent of any assumptions regarding ]]E]]. Our arguments are similar to 
those employed by several authors in other contexts (see [4], Equations 1.4 
and 2.1). 
THEOREM 6. 
Proof. 
where we recall 
IFA - %ll G IIf, - *,ll+ll~x - ~,lL 
xh = I, ‘A*y. 
Now, 
xh-x()= -A? (Y, 4 by (14) and (I5), 
i=l di(df + A) Oi 
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= a case 
r 
FIG. 2. 
and so 
= X211(A*A)+A+y112 for h 2 0. 
On the other hand, 
3i’, - xx = IY- ‘A*&, 
so that 
Ilf, - xoll 6 llr;‘A*~ll+ XlI(A*A)+A+vll. (29) 
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The right side of (29) is still too difficult 
estimate further. From (13) we have 
to minimize analytically, so we 
= $[IA*rl12. 
Substituting this into (29), we have 
II% - xoll Q $IIA*el/+ Wl(A*A)+ A+ YII 
Therefore, 
for h > 0. (30) 
6 < min IIf, - roll < mm 
AZ-0 
,;, { +IIA*Ell+ M(A*A)+A+ yll} 
= 2/llA*~llll( A*A)+ A+ yll , 
and this proves Theorem 6. 
Note that Theorem 6 furnishes another proof of Corollary 3.2. 
Also observe that the right side of (30) is minimized for 
Amin= J IIA*4 ll(A*A)+A+~ll ’ 
Using this, we could estimate 
X0 “A,,< J IIA*lllldl II(A*A)+A+ YII ’ 
n 
(31) 
a slightly larger estimate than (31). Any estimate for X0 should approximate 
from above, since f, typically becomes very unstable as soon as h falls below 
A 0’ 
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THEOREM 7. 
\iQo G lIdiiI -& +Nll@*A)+ A+ yll 
I 
377 
(32) 
for X > - d:. The right side of (32) is minimized for h = 0 or a positive value 
of X solving 
iC1 (d,d; A)’ = 
ll(A*A)+A+~ll 
II&II * 
(33) 
Proof. We return to (29) and write by (13) 
~lr,-‘A*~ll < i dil(E’ %)I & i$l s, 
i=l df+h I 
where we have used Schwarz’s inequality to get the last term. Thus we have 
(32), and minimizing the right side yields (33). n 
Here, too, we could use the minimizer of the right side of (32) as an 
estimate of A,. 
COROLLARY 7.1. 
JQO d Il~lWl 
d2 + x +l~III(A*A)+A+Yll 
I 
(34) 
for A > - d,2. Let 
and A,, be the value of h minimizing the right side of (34). Then if A, > 0, 
we have Amin = A, and 
fi i 2\11l~ll~d,ll(A*A)+A+ yll - d,2ll(A*A)+A+yll. 
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IfX,<O,wehaveX,,=Oand 
Proof. The inequality (34) follows from (32) where we estimate 
The remaining estimates follow by minimizing the right side of (34). 
In either case Corollary 7.1 leaves us with the estimate 
In summary, we have examined the way the optimal regularization 
parameter depends on the true right hand side, y, of (1) as well as the random 
noise vector E. Our results are theoretical rather than computable, since 
usually only the data vector 5 is known. If information is available about E 
(e.g. J(E]] or a2 = E[.$], where si is the ith component of E), one might try to 
compute a “smoothed” version of a and use it for y in (18), (26) or (27) to 
estimate A,, or Q0 in a particular case. Theorems 6 and 7 and (31) might also 
provide useful estimates. This assumes sufficient computational accuracy is 
available to compute all quantities with negligible roundoff error. We leave 
this question for further study. 
Generalized cross validation has the advantage of using the specific data 
vector rj to compute an estimate for A,. It requires no assumptions regarding 
the distribution of E. The reader is referred to [2] and the references cited 
therein for a discussion of this method. 
The author wishes to thank the refwees and professor Clark Givens for 
their valuable suggestions. 
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